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Abstract- -Moving least-squares methods for interpolaticm or approxinmtion of scattered ata are 
well known, and can suffer from ddects, such as fiat spots in the Shepsrd method, and edge effects 
inherited from a polynomial basis in the higher degree cases. We investigate methods based on thin- 
plate splines and on other radial basis functions. It turns out that & small support of the weight 
function leads to a small support for the "spline basis" and associated efRclency in the evaltuttlon 
of the approximant. The edge effects eem minimal and good interpo]ants of scattered ata can be 
obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bivariate moving least-squares methods based on polynomials rely on the following principle. If 
tl := (zi, Yi), i ---- 1,2,... ,n are distinct points in the plane, not in the zero set of a polynomial of 
degree m satisfying (m2+2) < n, and corresponding values/I,...,/n are given, the function-value 
at some point t" :---- (z*, y*) is estimated as g*(t*), where g*(t) is a polynomial of degree m 
(usually low) in z and y which fits the given data in a weighted least-squares sense. Thus, g* 
minimizes ~w~[g(t i)  - f~]2, g E 7>m, the linear space of bivariate polynomials of degree < m, 
and of dimension (m+2). The weights are given by to~ = w(I I t* - t i  II), where to is a non-negative 
weight function and II " II is the Euclidean distance. This process generates a surface which is, in 
general, not polynomial, depending as it does on the nature of the weight function. 
An advantage of moving least-squares methods over some others, such as the thin-plate spline 
and other methods based on radial basis functions, is that it is possible to make them local by 
choosing to to have suitable compact support. On the other hand, moving least-squares methods 
with a polynomial basis tend to inherit he latter's disadvantages. Here, we will attempt to adapt 
the moving least-squares method to a radial basis, which is known to yield better interpolants. 
It will be convenient to adopt the point of view that there is an underlying function f(t), 
defined on a domain f~ containing the points ti, which is sampled in order to supply the data f~. 
The moving least-squares (MLS) method can then be interpreted as an operator acting on f 
and generating a certain output. The operator based on polynomials, as described above, will 
be denoted PMLS, and we shall write PMLS(/) for the function obtained in this way. The 
spline-hased method will be denoted SMLS. It is easy to see that PMLS(/) is a polynomial 
when the weight function to is constant. It is also shown by Lancaster and ~alkanskas [1] that if 
f E Pm then PMLS(/)  =/,  and that PMLS is a projector from C(f~) into Ck(f~), the smoothness 
depending on that of to. 
In general, PMLS(f)  does not interpolate f because dim(Pro) < n. Interpolation can be 
achieved by choosing to to be unbounded at the origin. For example, the choice to(r) = 1/r~ is a 
common one. The implications of such a singularity in w are discussed at length in [1], and we 
make use of it in Section 3. In the next two sections, we restrict ourselves to a case when m - 1; 
higher degree cases can be handled in a similar way and are discussed briefly in Section 4. 
The author is indebted to A.G. ~,dbAuskas for the computer implementation f the method and the generation of
the figures, as well as to the referees for helpftd criticism. 
1Resem-ch supported in part by the National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Grant 
OGP0008521. 
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2. A LEAST-SQUARES METHOD BASED ON THIN-PLATE SPLINES 
We now turn to a least-squares method based on thin-plate splines. In Section 3 we modify it 
to an SMLS. An immediate problem with the construction of a moving method is that the basis 
functions for a thin-plate spline involve all of the translates of r 2 In r to the data points, so that 
such a spline will interpolate and not have the moving aspect which can be used to create a local 
scheme by choosing a suitable weight function with compact support. However, the smoothing 
spllnes exploited by Wahba [2], Wahba and Wendelberger [3], and Wahba [4] (where other useful 
references will be found) minimize an energy functional combined with an "infidelity" functional 
in a convex way, and lead the way to the construction of an MLS method. We adapt this idea 
to our needs. For completeness, we include technical details which, for the most part, are fairly 
standard. We begin with the development ofa weighted least-squares method based on thin-plate 
splines and exact for planar data. The resulting approximant is drawn from the Sobolev space 
X := {u E C(~ 2) : D'r'u E £2(7~2), Iml = 2}, 
@lml 
where m is a multi-index: m := {ml, m2}, Iml := ml  +ms,  D m = a.- I  ou-2, and the derivatives 
are interpreted istributionally. The functional 
with (~) = 2[/miim~! represents an approximation to the bending energy of u, and is a semi- 
norm for X. It is now well known that there is a unique interpolating minimizer of F(u)-- i t  
is the thin-plate spline; see [5-7]. The principle of smoothing splines is to instead minimize the 
functional 
S(u) := F(u) + (f - u)i W( f  - u), (1) 
the bold facing indicating the evaluation of f and u at the ti, thus generating data vectors. 
Wahba [2] has considered this problem with W = al, a being a positive parameter. She has 
shown that the minimizer is a smoothing thin-plate spline. For a ~ co, the optimum is a thin- 
plate spline interpolant, for u is forced to reduce the second term to zero while minimizing the 
bending energy. 
We now prepare an appropriate setting for an MLS method similar to the smoothing method 
above, by norming X and minimizing over ~" the functional defined by (1). 
We note that F(u) is derived from the semi-definite bilinear functional 
,< .  v./., <=, 
bnl=l 
which vanishes on P l  x P l .  In order to construct a norm for ~,  we define a least-squares 
projector P : ~Y ---, ~D1 by choosing a symmetric positive definite matrix W E .~nxn and 
putting Pu equal to a weighted least squares approximation to u from 7)1. Thus, Pu ndni- 
mires Y~=I  wi [( Pu  )( t i  ) - u(ti)] l for some positive weights wi. Writing (Pu)(t) = ao + a i r  + s ty ,  
one finds that a t = (a0, al, a2) satisfies the usual normal equations, whence (Pu)(t) = (1, t)a has 
the form [8, Sec. 10.2] 
(Pu)(t) := (1, t)(VWVi) -I VWu,  
where u t := (Ul, ... ,un), ui = u(ti) and [,11] 
V = X l  x2  " ' "  Zn  • 
Yl Y2 "'" Y,  
(3) 
Our assumption about the data means that V has full rank. Now define the bilinear functional 
B :Xx~'~by 
B(u, v) := (Vu)' W(Vv), (4) 
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the bold-facing indicating that the function Pu is evaluated at the data-points, thus generating 
a data vector. 
We may now decompose ~Y into a direct sum X0 (~ ~1 by means of the projector P, and note 
that the bilinear functional N : -  A÷B is an inner-product for X. It is easy to see that Af0 and 7)1 
are mutually orthogonal in this inner-product, for if u0 ~ X0 and ul K 7)1, then A(uo, u l )  clearly 
vanishes, and, since u0 - v - Pv for some v K ~ and P is a projector, Puo - Pv  - P2v - 0, so 
B(uo ,u~)  - 0 as well. Further, if we write u ~ ~Y as u - uo ÷ ux, where uo - u - Pu  ~ ,Yo and 
ul -- Pu K 7)x, then N(u, u) "- F(uo)  -t- B (u l ,  ux). The square root of the first term F defines a 
norm I1" I[0 for A~0, while the square root of the second yields a norm I1" II1 for ~1 since n ~ 3. 
The optimization problem that we now consider is to determine g* ~ Af which approximates f 
by minimizing S(u) (equation (1)). 
Applying P to u and f in order to get their components in X0 and ~P~, we find (with the same 
bold-face notation for vectors as before) that 
s(u) = Iluoll  + (u0 - fo) '  W(.o + I1 1 -flll , (5) 
because the terms (u0 - f0)' W(ul  - f l) and (ul - fl)t W(u0 - f0) vanish. This follows from a 
simple calculation which uses the fact that Pv  - Vt (VWVt)  -1 VWv.  
The minimization of S(u)  thus falls into two parts; we may immediately choose ux = f l  - P f .  
To minimize the portion involving u0, we make use of the fact, shown e.g., by Duchon [5] and 
Meinguet [6], that ~Yo is a Hilbert space in which the evaluation functional 6tk has a representer gk. 
Taking the representers gl, g2, • • •, gn, we find that a subset of n -3  of them is linearly independent. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that this set is {gk )~-s (details of this are made explicit 
following (7)). This set can be orthonormalized to {~k)~ -s  by the Gram-Schmidt process, and 
extended to a complete orthonormal basis (~k}~ ° for ~'0. Putting u0 - ~--~o a~ gk, we have 
and Iluollg 2 = = ~'~1 a~. Since uo(ti) = A(uo, 9i), it follows from orthogonality that 
uo(ti), and hence the middle term of (5), only involves the first n - 3 gk's. Consequently, the 
sum of the first two terms of S(u) in (5) can be reduced in magnitude by choosing ak -- 0 for 
/c ~ n - 2. It follows that u0 E span{gk)~ -3. 
We postpone the calculation of the explicit form of the representers and proceed with the 
n--3 minimization. Put u0 = ~-~1 b~ gk; then lu0[o 2 - b~Gb, with G :-- [g~(tj)] E ~(n-s)×(n-s), and 
b E ~n-s ,  because the g~'s are representers. But gi(t j)  - A(gi,9~) -" A(g~,gi) - gj(t~), so G 
is symmetric (as is W), and a Gram matrix of linearly independent functions, hence positive 
definite. We next show that the middle term of (5) can be written in the form 
(uo - fo)' W(uo - fo) = (b'G - w~) Z(Gb - wo), 
where w0 is the vector of the first n - 3 components of f0, and Z is a certain positive definite 
matrix. To see this, assume that the given data points are arranged so that the last three form 
a ~Pl-unisolvent set. Then we may partition the matrix V of (3) into [V1, II2], where V2 is a 
non-singular 3 x 3 matrix. Also, we partition W into diag[W1, W2], with W1 E ~(n-s)x(n-3) 
and W2 E ~ax3. For any u0 E ~'0 write u~ -- (u ~, v t) with u E ~n-3 ,  v E ~3, and abbreviate 
L : -  (VWVt)  -1. Now, u0 E tY0 implies Pu0 - 0, from which we have 
(1, z, y) L(V1Wlu + V2W2v) - 0 
identically in z and #. Evaluating this at (z,y) -- tk, k = n - 2, n - 1, n, we obtain a system 
which can be solved for v, and yields 
v = -W£Wfxv lw lu .  (6) 
Define 
r I ~,1, U2 .= _W,~Iv~Iv IW1 ~ ~3x(n-3), U :-" I (n-3)x(n-3), 2J ~ ~nx(n-3), 
Z := U'WU.  
(7) 
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Equation (6) shows that the representers gk, /: = n - 2, n - 1, n are linear combinations of 
g l , . . . ,  gn-s. Now it is easy to see that since u0 = Gb, the middle term of (5) can be written in 
the form 
(b 'G  - w~) Z(Gb - w0), 
so we are to minimize the positive definite quadratic form 
b ' (G  + GZG) b - 2b' GZwo + w~ Zw0. 
Differentiating with respect o b we get the condition for a minimum: 
[(G + GZG) t + (G + GZG)] b - 2GZw0 = 0. 
By symmetry of Z and G this simplifies and yields 
b = (I + ZG) -1Zw0. 
Thus, the complete optimizer is 
g* = (re,g2,. . .  ,g , - s ) ( I  + ZG) -1Zw0 + PI  (8) 
= (g,, g2,... ,g ._s)(z-*  + G) -1 wo + e l .  
We now compute the representers. Since A is the inner product for A'0 (see equation (2)), a 
representer of function evaluation, say gk, satisfies A(gk, u) = u(tk) for all u E X0. Letting ~D he 
the usual space of C °O test functions with compact support in ~2,  clearly ~o - P~o E X0, and, 
following Meinguet [6], representers can be found by first solving the distributional differential 
equation A(E, ~o- P~)  - ~o(0), for %o 6 ~D. It is found that, for a certain constant c and r - II t 112, 
E( t )  : -  cr ~ In r solves the equation above. Now the restriction of the point evaluation functional 
6u to A'0 is represented by 
(6 . ,~-  P~) = (~., ~) - ~p , (u )  ~(t,) = (6~, ~) - ~p , (u ) (6 , , ,  ~), 
i=1 (----1 
where (d, ~o) - d(~) for a distribution d, and we have defined 
p~(t )  = (p l ( t ) ,p2(t) , . . .  ,pn( t ) ) := (1,t)(VWVt) -1 VW. (9) 
Since v - Pv  - 0 for all v 6 :Pl, the distribution 
:=  ~.- ~p,(u)6,, 
i--.1 
is, in the terminology of Meinguet [7], an evaluation linear functional with finite support in 7~ 2, 
annihilating 7>x. By Theorem 2 of Meinguet [7], the convolution Hu(t)  := ~ * E(t)  E X, and 
hence hu(t) := (!  - P)  H~,(t) E A'0 is the representer of function evaluation at u. Explicitly, for 
u=t i ,  i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
gi(t) := hti(t) = E(t  - ti) - ~p j ( t , )E ( t  - t j )  
j fx  (10)  
- ~p j ( t )  E( t j  - t,) + ~ ~p j ( t )pk( t~)  E ( t / -  tk). 
j=!  ./=1 k=l  
Here, E(s - t) =c l l s  - tll2ln[Is - tll, c := 1/(8~r), and the pj's are as in (9). Equation (8) 
displays g* in a Boolean sum form (Q 6) P)f. Here, P is the projector of (3), and Q : lf0 --* 
span{gk}~ -s is not a projector. However, if W = a I ,  then as a --* co, Q becomes an interpolating 
projector and the limiting g* is an interpolating thin-plate spline. In the moving context, P is 
position-dependent, and Pf  - PMLS(f) ,  i.e., an interpolant ff a singular weight function is used. 
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3. AN SMLS METHOD 
We now convert he least-squares method of the preceding section into an SMLS method by 
proceeding as in the PMLS case and using a position-dependent weight matrix W. As described in 
Section 1, a point of evaluation t* of the least-squares approximant is fixed during the calculation 
of MLS(f), so that W, the projector 7 > and the associated spline basis of representers gk depend 
on t*. W will be diagonal, and for consistency it will be normalized so that trace (W) -- 1. It 
is not clear at this point whether this is the best normalization for a moving method. To permit 
varying amounts of influence for the second term of the functional (1), we shall then replace W 
by AW. The only quantity affected by this is the matrix Z of (7), and so we replace Z by AZ 
in (7) and (8). The degree of differentiability of the elements of the W matrix directly affects that 
of SMLS(f), and since r ~ In r is C °O except at the origin, where it is C 1 , a twice differentiable W
will yield SMLS(f) E C2(f/\{t~}). If SMLS is to interpolate, a singularity has to be introduced 
in the weight function. In particular, the choice w(r) "- re(r) r -a, for non-negative r (r) E C2(f~) 
and even cr > 0, yields a twice differentiable Pf by an analysis imilar to that in [1]. 
Now let P be the Vandermondian obtained from (9) by defining 
e := WV'(VWV*) -1 V (11) 
(we do not distinguish between the projector P onto ~D 1 and its matrix representation). It is then 
not hard to see that (see (9),(10)) the vector of representers and their Vandermondian can be 
written in the forms 
g(t) = E(t) - pt E(t) - Ep(t)  + PrEp(t),  G* - E -P tE  - EP  + P~EP, (12) 
respectively, where E(t) is the column vector of translates of E(t) and E is the (symmetric) n × n 
Vandermondian [E(ti - tj)]. The matrix G of (8) is the (n - 3) x (n - 3) upper left-hand corner 
of G*. In computations, care must be exercised to remove the indeterminacy when t is near ti. 
By choosing a weight function with sufficiently large compact support, it is possible to localize 
the computation of SMLS(f). Suppose, then, that w : [0, R) --~ 7~ + is a C ~ weight function with 
support [0, R]. Let t* E f /be  fixed, and take for W the diagonal weight matrix with elements 
wTi := w(]]t* - ti]]). If R is sufficiently large, then the disk lit* - tll < R will contain a set 
of points {ti}iel, containing in turn a 7>l-unisolvent triple of points, so that the projector P is 
well-defined. A number of weights in the weight matrix W can be expected to vanish. As a 
result, the optimization problem obtains a block structure with some zero blocks; this is reflected 
in the solution g* involving fewer than n - 3 gk's and some economies in the computation. This 
means that while the global (at least on fl) cardinal basis for this interpolation method has not 
been explicitly constructed, and depends in a quite complicated way on the spline basis {gk}~ -s, 
it is compactly supported. We then take SMLS(f)(t*) - g*(t*). If R is large, the computational 
effort can be prohibitive, for g* has to be computed anew for each point at which the interpolating 
surface is to be evaluated. However, the idea lends itself to parallel implementation and to local 
interpolated refinement of the given data set. Also, SMLS(f) can be used to supply nodal values 
for another local interpolant, such as Clough-Tocher, especially since its derivatives are easily 
evaluated. 
The results of some computational experiments are shown in the figures. Figure 1 shows a 
ramp-mountain function which is only C ° and can be expected to cause difficulties. The location 
of the date points is shown in the scatterplot of Figure 2. We have some previous experience with 
interpolation of this function by various methods; results can be found in [8]. Only 40 data points 
are used in Figures 3-8. The thin plate spline shown in Figure 3 for this data is very smooth but 
sluggish with substantial undulations. Figures 4-6 show SMLS(f)'s using w(r) "- (R -  r)~/r 4 
with R - 3 and various values of A. With this value of R, the supports of the translates of w(r) 
contain all of the domain of f .  For the smaller values of A there is little difference---that can be 
seen in this kind of picture, between the PMLS(f) - Pf  shown in Figure 7 and the SMLS(f)'s. 
As A increases, the surface becomes more spline-like and looks less like the model surface. It 
should be recalled, however, that unlike usual thin-plate spline interpolation, this method can be 
local for a suitable choice of w(r). 




















Figure 2. Scatter plot. 
Figure 3. Thin-plate spline. 
4. OTHER MLS METHODS 
The method developed above can be generalized by working with the family of spaces and 
seminorme considered by, for example, Meinguet [6] and Wahba [2]. Thus, let 2) be the space of 
C °° functions with compact support in ~N and take for A" the space of all distributions on ~D 
whose derivatives of total order m are square integrable over ~N.  A seminorm is then defined 
for X by 
dx. 
- - .  LOz ,...ox,.j 
$11...tlm 
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Figure 4. Spline MLS (~ -- 1). 
Figure 5. Spline MLS (~ -- 100). 
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If m > N/2, X is a space of continuous functions, and the kernel of ] • I-* is ~vrn_l. We have 
dealt only with the case N -- rn - 2. In the more general setting, adjustments have to be made 
to the projector P so that it maps X onto P,,_ 1, and the fundamental solution from which the 
representers are calculated is 
[ c r2"-Nlnr, N even, 




22m-1 ~N/2(m _ 1)! ( , .  - t¢ /2) ! '  
d = (-1)m r(N/(2 - m)) 
22., l rN/2(m -- 1)! 
Details concerning the theoretical basis for this can be found in [6,8]. 
Other methods can be obtained as a result of the observation that SMLS is completely de- 
termined by the projector P (and hence W) and the radially symmetric function E(t). The 
functions E(t) defined above not only generate representers, but are also conditionally positive 
definite of order rn in the following sense. Let {b~}~ he a basis for ~m-1, the space of polynomi- 
als of degree ~ m - 1 on RN which has dimension M = (N+m-l), and let V he, as before, the 
M × n matrix with elements bi(tj). Let E(t) be a continuous function defined on ~N and let E 
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Fi~re~ 6. Rnlin~_ MT.R ()~ ~ 1 f~lO~ 
Figure 7. PMLS interpo|ant.  
Figure 8. Mult iquadric in tc~o lsnt  (c = 0.01). 
be the associated istance matrix [E(t, - tj)] E ~,xn .  This symmetric matrix is, of course, the 
Vandermondian of the translates of the E(t). E(t) is said to be conditionally pos/tive definite of 
order m if uZEu >_. 0 for any u such that Vu - 0 and for any set of d/stinct points {ti~}~'. If E(t) is 
conditionally positive definite of order m, then the matrix G" of (12) is singular, but its principal 
(n -M)  × (n -  M) submatrix (7 is conditionally definite prov/ded that the ~ ta-M+1,. . . ,  t ,  
are not in the zero set of a polynomial in I>m-I. To see this, note that dim[Ira(P)] -- M and 
p2 _ p imply that I ra(P)  contains a non;zero vector x and Px  ~- x, so that ~ - I is an 
eigenvalue of P. Hence, since G" = ( I  - Pz) E ( I  - P),  det G* -- 0. On the other hand, suppose 
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0 ~ z E 7~ n-M, and put yZ = (x t, 0) E ~n. By the zero set assumption above, y ~ Ira(P) so 
that u := ( l  - P )y  ~ 0. However, Vu = 0 (see (11)), and so x t Gx = yt G*y = u z Eu >_ 0. 
If E(t) is a conditionally positive definite function which generates representers of function 
evaluation with respect o some inner-product, hen the associated optimization problem fits 
into a theory analogous to that of Section 2. If such an inner product is not available but the 
matrix E is strictly conditionally positive definite, then we may proceed formally as before, noting 
that equation (6) also continues to hold, mutatis mutandis. The limiting form of g* as A --* ~ is 
(recall that Z in (8) is replaced by AZ) 
g* "- (gx, g2,... ,gn -M)G -1 wo + Pf .  
Since (gz, g2,... ,gn-M)G -1 is a vector of cardinal functions, the first term in g* interpolates 
the data w0, which is the first n - M components of the residual f - P / .  By virtue of (6), g* 
interpolates all of the data. It should be noted that the presence of W in the various parts of g* 
means that g* need not coincide with the usual thin-plate spline. 
A source of suitable E(t)'s is in the work of Micchelli [9]. It is shown there, for example, 
that E(t) := ( r  2 -I- c2) k -a ,  r -- Iltll, the basis of the Hardy multiquadric method, is conditionally 
strictly positive definite of order k for 0 < a < 1, for any n. The choice k = 1 and a = 1/2 thus 
yields a multiquadric method in an MLS form, and we use a projector P onto 7~0. Consequently, 
P / i s  Shepard's method. Numerical experiments with this interpolant were quite unsuccessful. 
With increasing A, extreme oscillations occur. The reasons for this are not clear at this time. 
The standard multiquadric is shown in Figure 8 and is reasonable, though not as good as any of 
the previous figures with a spline basis. In [8], an example of a badly oscillatory multiquadric 
also occurs; there, the size of the parameter c (see above) seems critical. Some more development 
of a theoretical basis for the use of these and other radial functions in the MLS context seems to 
be called for. 
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